The story of Darwin and the comet orchid
Presentation of the lesson (v.17042018)

Hi and welcome!
This is a self paced lesson telling the story of a scientist and a flower. But two very special type of
both kind
The scientist is one of the greatest mind of human history. The flower is an orchid with an unusual and
out-of-ordinary shape, growing in one of the most remote area of our planet.
These two characters met the first time in the mid of XIX century and give the birth of one of the most
extraordinary and celebrated prediction in the story of Biological Evolution theory .
This lesson is not "just" told, it's a guided exploration by means of the original material of that time :
original books published by scientists, real specimen of plants, letter handwritten by Darwin.
Most of these are available online (for free) in the EUROPEANA digital archive, the european project
working with thousands of museums, libraries and archives to share the european cultural heritage
https://www.europeana.eu
The whole lesson is made of the following sections
- Introduction (this section)
- Studying the flower
- Darwin's hypothesis
- Conclusion
In each section you'll find some parts titled "Prove it!" it helps to improve your skills in looking for and
observing the original resources in the EUROPEANA repository.
To follow this lesson you need only basic knowledge of the following topics
1 The binomial nomenclature. The formal system of naming species of living things
2 The basics of reproduction of plants

3 The basics of biological evolution
To follow this story, you just have to read, understand the text and performing some measures.
You'll be even asked to answer to some question, don't leave blank any field, just try to answer!

References and info for teachers
The list of contributors (scientific reviewers), references and additional resources used for this lesson
is available here:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ng3KdyOnplgj1foyMQULW2MjtNXpUAecQeo2s9lbPBc/edit?
usp=sharing
If you are interested in having an editable version of this lesson, just email at mcattadori@gmail.com.
We'll be glad to share a copy through Google Drive

< Images of this section >
https://wellcomecollection.org/works/hx7aunm2?
query=V0043097&wellcomeImagesUrl=/ixbin/hixclient.exe?MIROPAC=V0043097
linked here
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/9200105/wellcome_historical_images_V0043097.html?
q=sesquipedale
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/2022608/NTM_NTM_UWP_28780.html?
q=%22charles+darwin%22+OR+%22darwin%2C+charles%22

1 - STUDYING THE FLOWER
In this part of the activity you will explore the details of the shape of Comet Orchid flower.

Looking for the flower in EUROPEANA archive
Go to www.europeana.eu . Type in the search bar, the scientific name of comet orchid ('Comet orchid'
is NOT the scientific name but the Common name) which is:
Angraecum sesquipedale
you can copy+paste this name in the search bar of Europeana website.
Look at selected resources, some of these are images of REAL specimen of that plant and its flower
that are part of ERBARIUM (a collection of dried classified plants).
Now we'll focus on the following item. Open up a new window of your browser with this page
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/11629/_HERBAR_BGBM_GERMANY_B_10_0347003.html
?q=Angraecum+sesquipedale

1. What's the name of the european town where is located the "BOTANICAL MUSEUM" owner
of this specimen of the orchid? (see the bottom left corner..)
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
Paris
Berlin
London
Munich

LET'S STUDY THE FLOWER

The image above (on the left) shows the comet orchid flower side by a traditional model of flower (on
the right) as we already know. The whole flower with all its parts is included in the red circle. The blue
line shows the stem of both flowers that connect them to the rest of the plant.
UHMMM there is some strange part that we have never seen before....Look very carefully inside the
red circle, don't you see a long stretched object in the lower part of the specimen? It's a sort of
appendage and it's is the "tail" of the comet, that gives the Common name of "comet" to this orchid.
Obviously is NOT A TAIL and this is NOT A COMET
Give a look at it more carefully Try to observe it on the original image of the suggested resource

LET's STUDY the "Tail" of the orchid !
Now we'll focus on this "tail" of the orchid, because is a very important object of our story.. The
scientific name of this part is nectary (also called nectarium) a glandular structure producing a sugary
liquid substance called nectar. This substance is aimed at attracting insects that visiting this flower,
unintentionally, bring pollen grains from other flowers and hence are able to fertilize it (pollinate), this
insects are also called pollinators.
In more traditional flower the nectarium is a small region located inside the flower, often on petals or
anthers. Whereas in the comet orchid it's a very long tube closed at the lower end which contains the
nectar, which attracts the insects that pollinate this flower. In more ordinary flowers, the nectary is a
small region of the flower.
The upper end of the nectary of Angraecum orchid opens up in the centre of the flower where are
located the reproductive cells: the male one (in the pollen) and the female (in the ovary). These parts
are not visible in the image of the specimen of Europeana.

2. s1.q1 Measuring the length of the nectary
Now you have to work on the original image of
the orchid, that one of the EUROPEANA
archive. Using the reference ruler displayed in
the image and another one, try to measure as
accurate as possibile the length of the nectarium
in cm. Write it down in the blank space here
below.

3. s1.q2 Can you calculate this length in
inches?

4. s1.q3...and in foot?

WORKGROUP
This stage of the activity (untile the end of this section) has to be carried out in small groups of
students (=< 3 pp)

Can you try to give an explanation of the presence of such
long nectary? What this long and thin nectary could be for?
What sort of insect (and eventually structure) could ever visit
it?
To make your hypothesis could be very usefull to observe further details of this complex flower. To do
so, use and follow these additional resources

5. s1.q4 Try to explain your hypothesis here..

Additional resources (images and video)
Resource n°1 (image) https://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/11616/_OPENUP_ACCESSIONS_RBGE_UK_20061104.ht
ml?q=angraecum
Resource n°2 (image) https://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/9200105/wellcome_historical_images_V0043097.html?
q=sesquipedale
Resource n° 3 (image) - http://angraecoid-orchids.blogspot.it/2016/02/angraecum-sesquipedalethouars-1822.html
Resource n° 4 (video) - http://www.arkive.org/darwins-orchid/angraecum-sesquipedale/video00.html#src=portletV3

Angraecum sesquipedale flower

< Images of this section>
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https://media.eol.org/content/2014/07/26/06/86305_orig.jpg
Passa alla domanda 6.

2 - Darwin's hypothesis
The comet orchid plant grows in the forest of Madagascar.
It seems that the early samples of this orchid arrived in Europe in the mid of 1800 . At that time the
trade of orchids flowers in general was very profitable, consider that in United Kingdom, a single living
plant of comet orchid had a quotation, in terms of relative and actualized value, of nearly 1800 euro.
(see Reference section for further informations)

The geographical position of Madagascar

A gift to Darwin
In 1862 an english botanist called James Bateman send a plant of this orchid to Charles Darwin, the
famous scientist that was studying the pollination of orchid. He had just published "On the origin of
species" (in November 1859). Here Darwin introduced for the very first time the theory that
populations of living organisms evolve over the course of generations, through a process of natural
selection.

Find an image of Darwin

EUROPEANA website had a whole section devoted to Darwin. Find the "Natural history" section in
the EUROPEANA COLLECTIONS . Then look for the collection titled "Charles Darwin" .
6. s2.q1 - Can you find exactly this image of
Darwin and write here below the name of the
providing institution?

1862
Darwin was studying orchid since longtime. The reason of its interest was that his botanical family (the
largest of plant with over 30.000 species) had flowers that adopted lot of different strategies for
attracting insect in order to use them as pollinator.
As soon as Darwin received the gift of a sample of the comet orchid he was astonished by the shape
of this flower that he didn't know yet.
In one letter to a colleague (on the 25th of January 1862), he expressed all his wonder and
astonishment but, at the end he mentioned a possibile explanation of the reason of this huge
nectarium (see the original here https://www.darwinproject.ac.uk/letter/DCP-LETT-3421.xml).
He says
" I have just received such a Box full from Mr Bateman with the astounding Angræcum sesquipedalia
with a nectary a foot long.
Good Heavens what insect can suck it!"

The first (informal) prediction

The intuition became an hypothesis
Few months later (May 1862) Darwin published another book where he explained the results of his
studies on the pollination of orchid plants. This book is titled
" ON THE VARIOUS CONTRIVANCES BY WHICH BRITISH AND FOREIGN ORCHIDS ARE
FERTILISED BY INSECTS, AND ON THE GOOD EFFECTS OF INTERCROSSING."
Try to find this original book in the EUROPEANA's archive, using these terms. Click on the 'search'
button after each one of the following terms:
"Contrivances"
"1862"
Then select "Germany" in the left bar under the "Country" option . (The copy we are looking for is
provided by an institution located in this country)

Searching criteria

LET'S SEE THE ORIGINAL HYPOTHESIS OF DARWIN....
With this criteria you'll find only one item in the EUROPEANA archive, that should be this one
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/9200386/BibliographicResource_3000045297693.html?
q=contrivancies
Follow the link and visit the original resource. You'll see the original first edition of this book that is
provided by the National Library of Munchen (Germany)
Now you'll have the chance to study the exact and formal description of the hypothesis given by
Darwin that try to explain his idea on the reason of the unusual shape of Angraecum sesquipedale
nectarium.
You have to read carefully pages from 201 to 203 (these numbers are those printed on the pages of
the book. The equivalent numbers in the "Scan" box of the website are from 215 to 218)

7. s2.q2 - According to the Darwin hypothesis, what kind of animal might suck the nectar
from this huge nectarium and act as pollinator?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
a fly
a moth
a bee
8. s2.q3 - According to the Darwin hypothesis, what structure of that animal might suck the
nectar from the nectarium and hence, act as pollinator?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
the wings
the mouth
the proboscis
9. s2.q4 - According to the text, do you think that at the time Darwin wrote this book, this
particular animal was already known in Madagascar?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
yes
no
10. s2.q5 - If this animal were to become extinct what would happened to Angraecum?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
it would become extinct too
the population of Angraecum would become smaller
nothing
11. s2.q6 - According to Darwin, what sort of
process could have come to the result of
such huge nectarium?

12. s2.q7 - What's the benefit for moth of a long proboscis?

13. s2.q8 - What's the benefit for orchid of a long nectary?

At the time of this description made by Darwin no such insect was known to exist in Madagascar. For
that reason, this prediction seemed little more than a simple suggestion and very hard to confirm.
Darwin itself states that he was ridiculed for his belief that 'in Madagascar there must be a moth with
proboscides with an extension to a length of between ten and eleven inches.'

Illustration of 1872 (author T. W. Wood) with hypothetical moth
drew solely on the description made by Darwin (Cambridge
University Library)

Images of this section
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CONCLUSIONS
Charles Darwin died in London in 1882, but the world but it would never been the same after his first
description of the theory of Biological Evolution. Darwin has been recently described (by New
Scientist journal) as one of the most influential figures in whole human history. His unifying theory of
life sciences that try to explain the diversity of life is one of the most important scientific theory ever
made and deeply affects our society and our perception of the natural world.
The tremendous cultural heritage of Darwin thought include even the intuition he had about that
mysterious orchid living in the Madagascar forest. This postulation of the existence of an unknown
species of an insect based solely, on the size of the flower and the Darwin understanding of the
biological evolution remained untested until 1903.

In the 1903
At that time two entomologists (Rothschild L.W. & Jordan K.) published a book with all the results of
their work which was made of travels, collections and researches aimed at describe and classify all
the species of moth discovered and belonging to the family named Sphingidae.
The book was title
A REVISION OF THE LEPIDOPTERUS FAMILY SPHINGIDAE
an original copy of that work can be seen in the EUROPEANA archive here
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/08711/item_37200.html?
q=A+revision+of+the+lepidopterous+family+Sphingidae
This book explain and describe each species of moth belonging to this family. It's a very technical
book made for scientists that need these informations for classification purpose. Even if we are not a
scientist we can read some part which is very interesting in order to complete our story..
The description we are looking for starts at pag 175 (in the "Search" box, pag 31 in the book) and it
tells (for the very first time) about a particular species of moth...

14. s3.q1 - Can you write here below the exact
name of the species of moth described from
pg 175 onwards? (it's written in bold font in
the middle of the page)
With this book the two authors unified in a single
species (that one of the title) all the species
listed at the beginning of this paragraph
(Macrosila, Protoparce, Amphonyx,
Phlegetontius) and previously observed and
classified by other entomologists.

15. s3.q2 - Now focus on the following page (pg 176) where this species is described with
great detail. Read carefully the text from the point starting with "As the tongue..."
What characteristic of this moth is described
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
The reproduction
The morfology
The pollination process
The way this species flight

16. s3.q3 - The scientific name of this moth is
made of 3 words the first is "Xanthopan" the
second is "morgani". Find the third part of
this name
As already mentioned this book had been
published more then 40 years after
"Contrivances..." , the book of Darwin which you
have been studied in the previous section. Even
if it's not still very well demonstrated, seems that
these two authors (Rothschild L.W. & Jordan K.)
wanted to honour the Darwin prediction, naming
this species with the a particular term. You can
find this term at pg 176 where this species is
explained for the very first time. In the top middle
of the page there is the full name of this new
species (subsp. nov.). Can you write here below
the term hidden in this picture by a white
square?

17. s3.q4 - Can you repeat here below the reason
of this "particular" third part of this name
species?

The moth (Xanthopan morgani predicta)

18. s3.q5 - Can you measure the length of the
proboscis of this Xanthopan morgani sample
in the collection of "Natural History Museum"
in London?
Use the ruler as reference and indicate the
length of the proboscis (in cm) here below. For a
more detailed view you can visit the sample at
this URL
http://data.nhm.ac.uk/dataset/56e711e6-c8474f99-915a-6894bb5c5dea/resource/05ff2255c38a-40c9-b657-4ccb55ab2feb/record/6636646

19. s3.q6 - Can you calculate this length in
inches?

20. s3.q7 - ...and in foot?

21. s3.q8 - Compare the length of nectary (of Angraecum) and proboscis (of Xanthopan)
Even though these two similar length are not the "smoking gun" that Xanthopan is the
impollinator of Angraecum orchid, would you agree with the following statement? The presence
on the same territory of this flower with that particular shape and this moth with such huge
proboscis are extremely significant that Xanthopan could pollinate Angraecum orchid.
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
Yes
No

The final proof
It wasn't until 1992, nearly a century later, that observations were made of the moth feeding on the
flower and effectively transferring pollen from plant to plant with both videos and stills being taken.
This was observed in the wild and confirmed further with studies in captivity.

http://youtube.com/watch?v=VUiZDhs0JrA
This video footage contains the recording of Xanthopan visit and impollination of Angraecum

Final remarks
This story of "Darwin and the comet orchid" is not only that one of a prediction made by a great
scientist and based on scientific evidences and profound knowledge of the natural world.
It tells even the astonishing beauty of the evolution of all living forms and how they might affect each
other all along the development of this process. When this interaction is so strong (as in the case we
just studied) scientists use the word Coevolution that means "evolving together" and is defined in this
way
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